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“We teach the reader, not just the reading. We want

children to be lifelong learners who read actively and

independently across the curriculum, who engage their

minds and understand what they read. The Toolkit

lessons and practices teach kids to use comprehension

strategies to ‘read to learn’ as they encounter informa-

tion and ideas in a wide variety of nonfiction texts.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis
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Teacher’s Guide

• What is comprehension
and how do we teach it?

• How do we create an
active literacy classroom?

• How do we assess children’s
learning and understanding?

• How do we use the Toolkit in
science and social studies?

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Built-In Professional Support
Using the Toolkit in Science and Social Studies: �

Active Literacy Across the Curriculum 
When we step into a primary classroom that promotes active literacy, we notice a 
child sketching the classroom praying mantis as it chomps on a bee caught in its 
clutches. A small group of kids are gathered on the floor, checking out a giant pho-
tograph of a cockroach. Kids pull us over to see a poster of a butterfly they’re 
painting or regale us with poems they’ve written about buzzing, whirring, chirping 
insects. Maybe it’s spring and time for the unit on insects, but the topic doesn’t 
really matter. Kids love the real world—it sparks their curiosity and sends their 
imaginations soaring about all the possibilities for exploring it. 

Active literacy in the content areas means we integrate comprehension practices and 
lessons with science and social studies instruction, throughout the day and across the 
curriculum. Daily real-world reading is at the heart of Primary Toolkit instruction 
and resources include a variety of nonfiction: trade books, magazines, picture books, 
newspapers, poetry, maps, charts, and online sources. We bring the real world into 
the classroom in social studies, science, health, geography, etc. and use comprehen-
sion strategies as tools for learning across disciplines. 

Creating a Culture of Thinking and Learning 

David Perkins suggests that “Learning is a consequence of thinking . . . ”. We follow 
his lead and create a classroom environment where students get engaged whatever 
the subject, exploring and really thinking about content knowledge as they read, 
write, talk, listen, draw, and investigate. When kids actively use the knowledge they 
are learning, they are more likely to understand and remember it. 

We believe that comprehension instruction in science and social studies is best deliv-
ered in what we call “researcher’s workshop.” In researcher’s workshop, kids have 
long blocks of time to read and investigate topics and respond by talking, drawing, 
and writing about them. In this way, they actively use their new knowledge as they 
share and teach others what they have learned. Just as in reader’s and writer’s work-
shop, teachers and librarians teach mini lessons, and sometimes longer “maxi-les-
sons.” particularly when we are teaching a concept or a strategy for the very first 
time. Many of these lessons come from the array of nonfiction lessons and practices 
offered in the Toolkit. Notice we said “teachers and librarians.” When classroom 
teachers team teach with librarians, research skills are no longer relegated to a few 
quick, and often disconnected, sessions in the library. Librarians and teachers work 
together to make sure those all important research skills and strategies become tools 
kids use throughout the day and across the curriculum. 

T

Teaching with TheToolkit� 

How to Integrate The Primary Toolkit into Your 
Reading Program and Your Curriculum 

As we visit primary classrooms around the country, we recognize three prevalent 
models for organizing literacy practices and lessons: 

� Reading Workshop 

� Balanced Literacy or Guided Reading 

� Basal Reading or Scripted Program 

Now, of course none of these models are ever completely pure. There is plenty of 
variation within each approach, and there is often some overlap. Mixed models arise. 
And, of course, there is always a local flavor to each of them when teachers put these 
national models to work in living classrooms. 

But all the models agree on one thing: an effective reading program must teach 
comprehension explicitly, directly, and recurrently. The scientific research on this is 
now incontrovertible and overwhelming (National Reading Panel, 2000). With its 
explicit approach to comprehension instruction and rich array of resources and 
guides for teaching, The Primary Comprehension Toolkit can be a core element in all 
three of the models. 

Using the Toolkit in the Reading Workshop 

In a traditional craft workshop, young learners are apprenticed to a master 
craftsperson and immersed in the real work of the trade. When we apply this 
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Built-In Professional Support
Resources DVD-ROM
• An annotated slideshow describes how to
apply strategies in science and social studies

• A photographic overview of
an active literacy classroom

• Electronic tour of the components
and lesson design

• Downloadable lesson templates, assessment
master, record-keeping forms, and lesson texts

• Research articles

PLUS! Three half-hour videos show the
authors teaching Toolkit lessons
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Strategy Books

“Reading comprehension is the evolution of thought

that occurs as we read. True understanding happens

when readers engage in an inner conversation with

the text, merge their thinking with it, ask questions,

infer, think about what’s important, and summarize

and synthesize”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis



22 strategy lessons organized into 6 books

1.Monitor Comprehension
2. Activate & Connect
3. Ask Questions
4. Infer & Visualize
5. Determine Importance
6. Summarize & Synthesize

Students learn to use strategies flexibly, across
a variety of texts, topics, and subject areas

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Strategy Books
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Strategy Books
1.Monitor Comprehension
Monitor Comprehension encourages readers to
think about their thinking as they respond to
the words, pictures, and ideas in a text.

2. Activate & Connect
Activate & Connect teaches young readers
how to build knowledge and understanding
by connecting the new to the known.
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Strategy Book
3. Ask Questions
Ask Questions shows children how to use
questions to expand theirthinking and
discover new information.

4. Infer & Visualize
Infer & Visualize prompts young readers to
create pictures in their minds and to merge
their background knowledge with text clues
to draw inferences.
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Strategy Book

5. Determine Importance
Determine Importance helps children identify,
organize, and share the important ideas and
information in a text.

6. Summarize & Synthesize
Summarize & Synthesize guides readers to
see the bigger picture, pull together their
thinking, and share their learning about
the world.
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Lesson Framework

“Strategies are taught through the gradual release

of responsibility framework.We provide explicit

instruction through modeling and guided practice,

and then invite the students to try techniques on

their own through collaborative practice,

independent practice, and application.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis



The opening spread lists the resources needed, states the purpose of the
lesson, and identifies the gradual release plan.

Lesson 8f

Text Matters 
When teaching readers to think about new information 
and wonder about it, we search for text on a familiar and 
intriguing topic that is also likely to contain ideas that kids 
don’t already know. It is the fresh information that lends 
itself to wondering. Questions come quickly on the heels 
of new facts and concepts. As kids activate background 
knowledge to better understand new information, they 
may come to see that they have prior misconceptions, 
which reading and learning can reverse. As always with 
primary kids, we make sure to choose text with com-
pelling images, so that they are more apt to pay attention, 
notice new information, and wonder about it. 

Resources&Materials 
Lesson Text 
TIME For Kids Bigger Picture Edition [Fall 2002] 
“Spiders!” poster 

Classroom Supplies 
� What We Think We Know/What We Learned 

Anchor Chart and marker 
� Post-its 

Student Supplies 
� Clipboard with I Learned/I Wonder Thinksheet 

and Post-its or Post-its Thinksheets [See 
Strategy Book 3, pages 67–69, or the DVD-ROM.] 

� Student copy of “Spiders” [See Keep Reading! 
A Source Book of Short Text, pages 5–8, or the 
DVD-ROM.] 

� Assorted markers, pencils, and crayons 
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L E S S O N  O V E R V I E W  

Use images and words to gain understanding. 

Goals&
Assessment
We want students to: 

� use text and images to 
understand. 

� think and wonder about 
new learning. 

� jot down new learning 
and questions on Post-its 
and then sort them in 
two columns: I Learned 
and I Wonder. 

� understand that 
misconceptions are normal 
and that learners revise 
their thinking after reading 
and listening to additional 
information. 

Why&What 
Background knowledge is the primary determi-
nant of comprehension. Nonfiction reading in 
particular requires readers to think about what 
they know in order to understand new informa-
tion. So we encourage kids to ask questions about 
new information to make sure they understand it. 
In this lesson, kids use a thinksheet titled 
I Learned/I Wonder to support understanding 
as they meet new information while reading. 
Sometimes young children have limited or inaccu-
rate background knowledge and develop miscon-
ceptions. In this lesson, we create a class Anchor 
Chart titled What We Think We Know/What We 
Learned before we read about the new topic. 
Then after reading, we go back and notice 
whether what we thought we knew was accurate 
and we celebrate how reading changes thinking 
and clears up prior misconceptions. 

How 
Connect and Engage 

� Engage kids by holding up the book or magazine cover 
and enthusiastically reading the title aloud. 

� Record what kids think they know about the topic on 
the What We Think We Know/What We Learned 
Anchor Chart. 

Model 
� Share the two-column I Learned/I Wonder Thinksheet. 

Explain that sometimes when we learn new information, 
we wonder about it. Invite kids to respond. 

� Respond to a photograph. Show how you think and 
wonder about images to gain understanding. 

� Model for kids how to record learning and wondering 
on Post-its and place them in the appropriate column 
of the thinksheet. 

Guide 
� Engage kids in the process by reading aloud and 

guiding the discussion. 
� Have them record what they learn and wonder on 

Post-its and then put the Post-its in the appropriate 
column of the thinksheet. 

Collaborate 
� Invite kids to join with a partner and continue reading 

the text and looking at the pictures, jotting their new 
learning and wondering on their thinksheets. 

� Move around the room and confer with partners. 

Share the Learning 
� Invite kids to share their new learning as well as 

anything they wonder. 
� Review the What We Think We Know/What We 

Learned Anchor Chart to discover any new thinking 
and learning. 
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Watch Steph and Anne teach, listen to their language, and see the ways in
which their students respond to the text.

Lesson Text 
The TIME For Kids Bigger Picture Edition “Spiders!” is a great 
poster that is guaranteed to captivate kids. When it comes to 
learning and wondering, the spiders topic is near the top of 
the list in terms of creating interest. Most kids just can’t get 
enough of spiders and insects. A large photo of a colorful 
spider on the cover, a variety of spider photos inside, and a 
diagram of spider body parts on the back cover get kids to 
notice and wonder about spiders. There is enough new, sur-
prising information that we are likely to clear up a misconcep-
tion or two in the process of reading this article. 

Used with permission from TIME For Kids.

TEACHING MOVES TEACHING LANGUAGE 

Engage kids by holding
up the book or magazine
cover and enthusiastically 
reading the title aloud.

Record what kids think
they know about the topic 
on the What We Think We 
Know/What We Learned 
Anchor Chart.

Connect and Engage 
Wow! Take a look at this picture! What do you think about spiders? What do 
you wonder about them? What do you think you know about them? A lot of you 
already have some background knowledge (BK) about spiders. Turn to each 
other and talk about spiders. [Kids turn and talk enthusiastically about spiders.] 

Today we are going look at this poster about spiders and view some of 
the images. Viewing means we look at the pictures, the photographs, and the 
features to get information. We will also read about spiders to learn more. But 
before we do that, I want to record some things we think we already know 
about spiders on this chart. [I point to chart.] 

Who wants to share what you 
think you know about spiders, your 
background knowledge about spi-
ders? I’ll write your ideas on the chart. 

Ted: Spiders have eight legs. 

Ann: Some spiders have wings. 

Jo: All spiders spin webs. 

[More kids share ideas and I write 
them down.] 

So many great thoughts about 
spiders! Now we are going to read 
and view this very cool spider poster. 
After we have finished reading, we 
will come back to our chart and see if 
we have any new ideas or if we have 
changed our thinking at all. 
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I N A C T I O N  

Model 
Recently, we have been working on noticing and thinking about new learning 
and marking a Post-it with an L when we learn something new. Today, as I 
read about spiders and view the pictures, I am going to jot down my new 
learning on a Post-it. Then I am going to put my Post-it on this I Learned/I 
Wonder Thinksheet in the column that says I Learned. The second column says 
I Wonder. Sometimes when we learn new information, we wonder about it. If 
I wonder something as I read about spiders, I will write what I wonder on a 
Post-it and then put it in the I Wonder column. 

OK, first of all, what is the title of this article? [I point to title.] 
All: “Feed Me.” 

So what do you think? Why is the article called “Feed Me”? 
Any ideas? Turn and talk. [Kids turn and talk. Then I call on someone 
to share.] Tanner, why did you think the article is called “Feed Me”? 

Tanner: It’s about how spiders eat. 

Good thinking. Sounds like we are going to learn a lot of dif-
ferent ways that spiders catch their food and eat it. Let’s read on: 

When a spider is hungry, watch out! Spiders have many 
amazing ways to trap insects. Some can even catch a fish! 

Now that is surprising information. Turn and talk about 
any new information you learned from what I just read. [Kids 
turn and talk.] 

Jenny: Spiders catch fish! I never knew that. 

I didn’t either, Jenny. 
Jeremiah: They trap insects in lots of ways, not just in webs. 

So they do, Jeremiah. You used your background knowledge about webs 
to understand new information. Let’s read on and find out more information. 

I am going to show you how I learn and wonder about the information. 
As I look at this page, I am really interested in the photograph of the spider in 
this bubble. I wonder what the bubble is for, so I am going to write that ques-
tion on a Post-it and put it in the I Wonder column. I am also going to draw a 
picture of a spider in a bubble with a question mark next to it. Then I won’t 
forget my question. [I hold up the poster and point to the caption.] Maybe if I read 
this caption below the photograph, I will find out: 

Spiders go fishing. The water spider floats underwater in a bubble 
web. It sticks out its legs to fish. Then it pulls in its meal. 

Wow! I never knew that. This bubble is a special kind of spider web. It 
doesn’t look like any web I have ever seen. I’m going to mark my Post-it with 
an L and write down what I learned. I have never heard of a bubble web. I 
thought spiders spin webs out of silk. So interesting. 

TEACHING LANGUAGE TEACHING MOVES 

Share the two-column 
I Learned/I Wonder 
Thinksheet. Explain that 
sometimes when we 
learn new information, 
we wonder about it. 
Invite kids to respond. 

Respond to a photograph. 
Show how you think and 
wonder about images to 
gain understanding. 

Model for kids how to 
record learning and 
wondering on Post-its 
and place them in the 
appropriate column of 
the thinksheet. 

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Lesson In Action



The strategies in this section use assessment to monitor student progress and
inform instructional decision-making

R E F L E C T  &  A S S E S S  

Did your students: 

� use text and images to 
understand? 

� think and wonder 
about new learning? 

� jot down new learning 
and questions on 
Post-its and then sort 
them in two columns: 
I Learned and I Wonder?

� understand that 
misconceptions are 
normal and that 
learners revise their 
thinking after reading 
and listening to 
additional information? 

Reflect& The I Learned/I Wonder Thinksheet is one of the most popular tools we use with

Assess primary kids because a question often follows quickly on the heels of new learn-
ing. As we review the thinksheets from this lesson, we look for Post-its marked 
with L and any questions that come from that new learning. Sometimes, learners 
have a question directly related to new information. They may even connect it 
with an arrow. Other times, learners jot down a question that emerges as they 
read and explore a topic. 

Adapt& This lesson was done with first graders, but here are suggestions for how to

Differentiate adapt and differentiate for the whole range of learners. 

First graders place their Post-its on the I Learned/I Wonder form. We nudge 
second graders to write directly on the thinksheet, although if it helps them to 
organize their thinking to use Post-its when they first try it, they are welcome to do 
that as well. For kindergarteners, we use a larger 11x17 thinksheet and 3x5 Post-
its to give them extra room to draw and write. In this lesson we introduce the 
notion of wondering. Second graders and many first graders are generally famil-
iar with the term wonder and understand that it is related to asking questions. 
With younger learners and English Language Learners, we often need to spend 
time modeling what it is to wonder and we teach the language explicitly. 
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Thinksheets 

1 This student thought about her new learning and questions as she 
read. She understood quite well the task at hand. She learned quite 
a few things, including “Wolf spiders make traps for prey,” “Spiders 
eat insects,” and “Spiders can’t see very well.” She wondered, “Do 
insects ever eat spiders?” and linked the question with an arrow to 
new learning: “Spiders eat insects.” Linking new learning to a ques-
tion is a great sign of the evolving thinking that is at the heart of 
reading comprehension. We might invite her to teach other kids 
how to use arrows to link thoughts. 

10 The Primary Comprehension Toolkit: Ask Questions 
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• The Lesson Guide outlines the lesson’s teaching moves and language and
supports you to do the lesson with your own text.

8Lesson Guidef UUssee tthhiiss LLeessssoonn GGuuiiddee aanndd aannyy tteexxtt ooff yyoouurr cchhooiiccee ttoo tteeaacchh ssttuuddeennttss
ttoo nnoottiiccee aanndd rreeccoorrdd nneeww iinnffoorrmmaattiioonn aanndd tthhee qquueessttiioonnss iitt rraaiisseess..

Use images and words to gain understanding. 

TEACHING MOVES TEACHING LANGUAGE 

Engage kids by holding up 
the book or magazine cover 
and enthusiastically reading 
the title aloud. 

Record what kids think they know 
about the topic on the What We 
Think We Know/What We Learned 
Anchor Chart.

Connect and Engage 

� Wow! Take a look at this picture! What do you know about…? 
A lot of you already have some background knowledge (BK) 
about.… Turn to each other and talk about that. 

� I want to record some things we think we know about…on this 
chart. Who wants to share your BK about…? I’ll write your ideas 
on the chart. 

Share the two-column I Learned/
I Wonder Thinksheet. Explain that 
sometimes when we learn new
information, we wonder about it.
Invite kids to respond.

Respond to a photograph. Show
how you think and wonder about
images to gain understanding.

Model for kids how to record 
learning and wondering on Post-its 
and place them in the appropriate 
column of the thinksheet. 

Model

� Today, as I read about…I am going to jot down my new learning 
on a Post-it. Then I’ll put the Post-it on this thinksheet in the 
I Learned column. 

� If I wonder something as I read about…I will write what I wonder 
on a Post-it and put it in the I Wonder column. 

� I’m going to look at this photograph. We can get a lot of informa;
tion from photographs. 

� I’m going to show you how I learn and wonder about information 
as I look at this page. I am really interested in the…and it makes 
me really wonder what…so I am going to write my question on a 
Post-it and put it in the I Wonder column. 

� As I read on, I discover…Wow! I never knew that! I’m going to 
mark my Post-it with an L and write down what I learned and put 
it in the I Learned column. 

Engage kids in the process by
reading aloud and guiding
the discussion.

Have them record what they learn 
and wonder on Post-its and then
put the Post-its in the appropriate
column of the thinksheet. 

Guide 

� Let’s try this together. Here is a clipboard and thinksheet with 
Post-its for each of you. Let’s look at the picture of…I’ll read what 
the words say…. 

� If you learned something new in the part I just read, jot it down 
and draw your new learning. Remember to mark your Post-it with 
an L and put it in the I Learned column of the thinksheet. 

� If you have anything you wonder, jot it down on a Post-it and put 
it in the I Wonder column of the thinksheet. 
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L E S S O N  G U I D E  
TThhee TTeeaacchhiinngg MMoovveess oouuttlliinnee yyoouurr iinnssttrruuccttiioonnaall sseeqquueennccee aanndd tthhee
TTeeaacchhiinngg LLaanngguuaaggee ggiivveess yyoouu aann iiddeeaa aabboouutt wwhhaatt ttoo ssaayy ttoo yyoouurr ssttuuddeennttss..

TEACHING LANGUAGE� TEACHING MOVES 

Collaborate 

� Read through your copy of the book or article and look carefully 
at the pictures, noticing and thinking about any new learning 
you have as well as anything you wonder. Then jot down or draw 
that information on a Post-it and put it in the matching column 
on the thinksheet. 

� I’ll be walking around the room, checking in with your groups as 
you work. Let me know if you need any help! 

Invite kids to join with a partner 
and continue reading the text and 
looking at the pictures, jotting 
their new learning and wondering 
on their thinksheets. 

Move around the room and confer 
with partners. 

Share the Learning 

� As you share today, I want you to hold up your thinksheet and read 
or talk about the drawings on your Post-its that show your new 
learning and your wondering. 

� After you share, be sure to ask if there are any questions or com;
ments from the rest of the class. Who wants to go first? 

� Let’s take a look at the Anchor Chart we created before we started 
the lesson. 

� What did we discover by reading about…? I think we can change 
our thinking and write…in the I Learned column. Turn and talk. 
What do you think about that, now that you have read the article? 
Before we read the article, we thought…and now we have learned 
that.… Reading can change thinking. So great. 

Invite kids to share their new 
learning as well as anything they 
wonder. 

Review the What We Think We 
Know/What We Learned Anchor 
Chart to discover any new 
thinking and learning. 

Reflect&
Assess 

Did your students: 
� use text and images to understand? 

� think and wonder about new learning? 

� jot down new learning and questions on Post-its and then 
sort them in two columns: I Learned and I Wonder? 

� understand that misconceptions are normal and that 
learners revise their thinking after reading and listening to 
additional information? 
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“If kids are not reading engaging, interesting, thought-

provoking text, why bother? We need to provide kids

opportunities to read text worth thinking about.

Students need a steady diet of texts that present a

variety of perspectives, opinions, and interpretations.”

Stephanie Harvey and Anne Goudvis

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Informational Texts



Lesson Text Poster Pack
• Time for Kids Bigger Picture Edition
– 6 articles in poster format (15”x20”)
– address science and social studies topics
– texts & graphics show nonfiction features

• National Geographic Young Explorer
– 24-page issue / 4 nonfiction articles
– range of genres and formats

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Informational Texts



Source Book of Short Text
Lesson Text
• 48 pages from children’s magazines
• used in lessons as models of exemplary text
• provided in a reproducible format

Nonfiction Short Text
• 36 (88 pages) short informational articles
• written for the Toolkit
• age-appropriate essays on a range of topics

Students learn successful reading strategies as they read real-world
informational texts.

The Primary Comprehension Toolkit

Informational Texts

TheThe� 

Grizzly BearGrizzly Bear� 

Grizzly bears live in 

forests, meadows, 

and mountains. 

They only live in 

North America. 

North America 

5

Thick, 
furry 
coat 

Small, 
round 
ears 

Big hump 

Long claws 

Small tail 

Big, wet nose 

Grizzly bears 

eat grass, 

leaves, berries, 

and seeds. 

They also eat 

insects, fish, and 

small animals. 

All bears can swim. 

They are happy in 

the water. 

They catch fish or 

cool off on a hot day. 
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Informational Texts

Trade Book Pack
• 9 engaging trade books
• referenced in Toolkit lessons
• Because some may want to purchase
class sets and others may already
have them, these books are an
optional purchase



Related Resources

Toolkit Texts
Book of Masters
• short nonfiction texts for guided and

independent practice

• three-levels: grades 2–3, 4–5, and 6–7

• from children’s magazines

• correlated to The Comprehension Toolkit

CD-ROM
• all articles in full-color

• all articles in English and Spanish

• search articles by title, topic, or

comprehension strategy



Related Resources

The Comprehension Toolkit

• 6 Strategy Books

• Real World Informational Text

– Source Book of Short Text

– Trade Book Pack

• Built-In Professional Support

– Teacher’s Guide

– CD-ROM

– Extend & Investigate

Grades

3–6


